
	
 
FAQs for Veterans Songwriting Workshop 
 
1. Do you have to be an experienced musician to participate in the workshop? Not at all! The 
workshop is structured for veterans and family members who have some familiarity with an 
instrument, but all who are interested in learning the craft of songwriting are welcome. From 
beginners who play by ear to musicians who read music, everyone will gain new insight into the art of 
songwriting at the workshop.  
 
2. What will be taught in the songwriting workshop? Rather than telling stories to a songwriter who 
then does the songwriting, participants in our workshops will learn strategies and techniques of the 
craft of songwriting, and then put those into practice to create their own songs. The workshop will 
cover both the creation of music, and also the development of lyrics through the study of forms and 
structures, rhyme schemes, and narrative function. There will be time to practice what you’ve learned 
and an opportunity to share work to receive feedback. 
 
3. Is this workshop only open to combat veterans? No. It is open all veterans, active-duty military and 
their family members.  
 
4. How much does it cost? This workshop is free! 
 
5. Where will the workshop be held? The workshop will be held online via Zoom. Once you register 
you will receive the Zoom meeting ID and password.  
 
6. Do I need to have my own instrument? Yes.  
 
7. How many people can take this class? The class is open to a maximum of 20 participants to 
ensure a productive learning experience and one on one time for each participant. The learning 
environment will be positive and intimate.  
 
8. Do I need to know how to play an instrument? Generally, participants should be able to play basic 
chords on an instrument, but lyricists may participate as well.  
 
9. Who will be leading the workshop? Instructors and mentors include Tony Rosario, Jana Pochop, 
Shawnee Kilgore, Mike Lille,	Karl Werne, and Ron Capps.	
 
10: Do I have to attend all workshop sessions? It is important to plan to attend all of the workshop 
sessions, but we understand unexpected things pop up. We will record all of the Zoom sessions so 
you can watch any you may have to miss. 
 
11. Where can I find the schedule of workshops with times, themes, etc? You can find the schedule 
online at DareArts.org/veterans. 


